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1. Introduction. Let Mr and Mq denote the set of all square matri-

ces of order n over the real and complex fields, respectively. By a

function f(Z) of a matrix Z of Mr (or M(j) is meant a mapping of a

subset of Mr(Mc) into Mr(Mc). The question with which this paper

is concerned is the establishment of suitable concepts of differentiabil-

ity and derivative for such functions.

A meaningful and useful definition of these concepts, should of

course bear some noticeable resemblance to the analogous concepts

for scalar functions. In addition the derivative should preserve some

of the elementary properties of the derivative for scalar functions. A

modest set of such desirable properties is:

I

(a) lif(Z) is a constant, then Dzf(Z) =0,

(b) Dz[f(Z)+g(Z)]=Dzf(Z)+Dzg(Z),
(c) Dz\f(Z)g(Z) ] = [Dzf(Z)}g(Z) +f(Z)Dzg(Z).

An additional important desired attribute, perhaps more strin-

gent, is

II

The definitions of differentiability and derivative shall be applicable

and meaningful when applied to the special functions on Mq arising

from scalar functions of a complex variable [2]. For example, it would

be desirable that the function ez turn out to be differentiable, accord-

ing to the general definition of differentiability of functions on Mq.

In the fairly extensive literature on functions defined on Mr or

Mc, or more generally on linear algebras with unit element over R

or C, no definition of derivative has been given which satisfactorily

fulfills requirements I and II. Most of the approaches to the deriva-

tive of a function on a linear algebra, have been such as to require

that the algebra be commutative.1 An exception is a paper of Ward

[6] which defines derivative for the case of a noncommutative alge-

bra. However, the derivative as there defined has the property that it
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usually lies outside the algebra if the algebra is noncommutative.

This property precludes its satisfactory realization of attribute II.

Ringleb [4] and Volovel'skaya [7] succeeded in developing a func-

tion theory for noncommutative linear algebras with unit over the

real or complex fields,2 by pursuing a definition of the differential of

a function on such an algebra suggested by Hausdorff. These defini-

tions make the a priori severe requirement that the coordinates of the

function have continuous first derivatives with respect to the co-

ordinates of the argument element. Wagner [5 ] gave a definition of

differential for the case of functions on a linear algebra, in developing

a generalized power series theory of such functions, which does not

demand this requirement. In each of these cases, one could suitably

define the derivative as the "detached coefficient," so to speak, of

the hypercomplex increment. A derivative so defined could be shown

to satisfy I, but it is not evident that any of the derivatives so defined

will fulfill II, although such can be shown in the case of the derivative

as extracted from the work of Wagner. It should be also noted that

the concept of differential is not adequate for providing the link (II),

with functions on Mq arising from scalar functions. More specifically,

if f(Z) is such a function, it is in general false that df(Z) =f'(Z)dZ,

where/'(Z) is the function arising from/'(z). The situation with re-

spect to derivatives will be found to be more satisfactory.

In [3] the author framed a definition of differentiability and de-

rivative of a function on Mc, based on the concept of a generalized

difference quotient, and the limit thereof. That definition satisfies I

and II, but suffers from the restriction that the incremental argument

matrix is confined to the set of matrices of Mc which are commutative

with the argument matrix.

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize that difference

quotient concept in such a way as to remove this restriction, and to

demonstrate that the resulting differentiability and derivative defini-

tions possess the desired attributes I and II.

2. Differentiability and derivative. Mc and Mr are normed linear

vector spaces [5], with, for example, Norm ||zrs|| = 1/n max \zrs\. The

concepts of limit and neighborhood are thus well defined on Mc and

M"B.

Let f(Z) be a function on Mc (or Ml) defined in a neighborhood

|zr, — ar.\ <S of the matrix A =||ar»||. We seek to define a difference

quotient for f(Z) in such a way that no restrictions of nonsingularity,

or commutativity with A, of the increment matrix are demanded,

2 Actually Ringleb confined his development to algebras over the real field only.
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and thence define derivative. To this end we lay down the following

Definition. Letf(Z) on Mc (or Mr) be defined in a neighborhood of

Z = A. Then f(Z) is said to be differentiable at Z = A, if, for all H in a

sufficiently small neighborhood N of 0,

(1) the difference f (A +H) —f(A) is expressible in the form

f(A + H)- f(A) = £ PiHQi
i=l

where Pt and Qt are in Mc(Mr)

(2) lim  £P£,-
ff-K)    i=l

exists and is independent of the manner of approach of H to 0 in N.%

If (1) and (2) are fulfilled, then limjr..o£P,i2,- is called the derivative

off(Z) at Z = A, and is denoted by f(A).
It is evident that £*_i-Pt'(?» generalizes the concept of difference

quotient for scalar functions. It may be remarked that if one pursues

what may appear to be a more natural course, one might seek to

define a right and a left difference quotient, and hence a right and a

left derivative, by the assumptions f(A+H)—f(A)=PH and

f(A+H) —f(A) =HQ, respectively. For such a definition such a sim-

ple function as Z2 is neither right- nor left-differentiable. These

over-simplified generalizations are essentially of the same character

as have forced earlier definitions into the consideration of commuta-

tive algebras only.

The essential feature of the scalar functional difference which the

above definition generalizes is its expressibility as a homogeneous

linear form in the increment H.

It may also be observed that the above definition is interpretable

on any linear algebra with unit over a field with valuation. In this

paper, however, we shall be concerned only with its application to

Mc and Ml
From the above definition follows,

Theorem 2.1. The derivative f (A), when it exists, is unique.

Suppose

k m

f(A + II) - f(A) = £ PiHQi = £ RiHSi
i=l »-l

3 This last clause is of course redundant and is inserted only to preserve the parallel

with the usual phrasing in complex function theory.
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and that/1(4)=limff..o£P<<2,-, and f{(A) =Iimff^0 £i?,-ft- both exist

independently of the manner of approach of 77 to 0. Choose 77 to be

the scalar matrix hi, then £P<(?i= £i?,-5,- for all h sufficiently small.

Hence

fi(A) =  lim   £P£, = lim   £ RiSi = fl(A).
»J-»0 M->0

3. Properties I. It is obvious that if f(Z) = C, a constant, then

f(Z) = 0 at allZ. The remaining desired properties of 7 are also ful-

filled:

Theorem 3.1. If f(Z) and g(Z) are differentiable functions on

Mc(Mr) at Z = A, then so is s(Z) =f(Z) +g(Z), and, if one of f(Z), g(Z)
is continuous at Z = A, so is p(Z) =f(Z)g(Z), and

s'(A) = f(A) + g'(A),

p'(A) = f(A)g(A) + f(A)g'(A).

Proof. s(Z) and p(Z) are both defined in a neighborhood of A,

since/(Z) and g(Z) are. Hence,

s(A + H)- s(A) = f(A + H) + g(A + 77) - f(A) - g(A)
k m

= £ PiHQi + £ SiHTi
»—=1 «=i

which is a linear homogeneous polynomial £f*1m UiHVi in 77, fulfill-

ing (1) of the definition. Further, Ym\H-o £*-" UtVi exists, and equals

limH^o'Ei.i PiQi+hmH^2Z?-i SiTi=f(A)+g'(A), since the indi-
vidual limits exist.

For the product, suppose/(Z) is continuous at Z = A; then

p(A + 77) - p(A) = f(A + H)g(A + 77) - f(A)g(A)

= f(A + H)g(A + 77) - f(A + H)g(A) + f(A + H)g(A) - f(A)g(A)
m k

= f(A + 77) £ SiHTi + £ PiHQig(A)
i-l >~1

which is a linear homogeneous polynomial in 77, fulfilling (I) of the

definition.

Now under the assumption that/(Z) is continuous at Z = ^4, i.e.

that limH~of(A+H) =f(A), it follows that

p*(A) = f'(A)g(A) + f(A)g'(A).

The hypothesis that one of/(Z), g(Z)is continuous at Z = A seems

essential; in other words differentiability of a function on Mc (or Mr)
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at a matrix A, does not appear to imply continuity of the function

there.

4. Functions arising from scalar functions of a complex variable.

Let us now confine our attention to functions on Mq. As is well known,

corresponding to a scalar function of a complex variable/(z) there is a

corresponding function/(Z) on Mc [2 ]. Such a function/(Z) is defined

at a matrix A, if f(z) is defined at the characteristic roots of A, and is

analytic at those characteristic roots of multiplicity greater than one

in the minimum equation of A. These functions constitute a subclass

of the general functions on Mc-

For such functions, the derivative according to the present defini-

tion satisfies requirement II in the following way:

Theorem 4.1. Letf(z) be a single valued scalar function of a complex

variable, and letf(Z) be the corresponding matrix function. Then a nec-

essary and sufficient condition that f1(A) exist is that the scalar function

f(z) be analytic at each of the characteristic roots of A. Further, iff'(A)

exists, then f(A) =f'(A), where f'(Z) is the matrix function correspond-

ing tof'(z).

As in [3], the necessity of the condition follows immediately by

using the Giorgi canonical form of f(A) and choosing H to be a scalar

matrix hi. This also demonstrates that f1 (A), when it exists, is equal

tof'(A).
Sufficiency. Let the distinct characteristic roots of A be Xi, X2, • • • ,

X(. Let each X,- be enclosed in a circle a,- centered at X,-, and let the

radii be sufficiently small that no two circles have a point in com-

mon. Since f(z) is analytic at each X,-, the radii may be taken suffi-

ciently small that/(z) is analytic on the boundary and in the interior

of <r=(o-i, at, • • ■ , o-t).

Since the characteristic roots of a matrix are continuous functions

of the elements of the matrix, there exists a S>0 such that for all H

with Norm H<8, the characteristic roots of A+H lie within <r. Let

H be henceforth so restricted. Since/(z) is analytic in and on a, the

Cauchy integral formula ior f(A+H) and f(A) is valid [2]; hence,

letting a[ denote the boundary of <r,-,

f(A + E)- f(A)

= — £ f ,  [(*/ " A - H)-1 - (z/ - A)-i]f(z)dz
lirl a=l J (ca)

4.1
1    '    C

= —; £ I   , (zI-A- H)"1 H(zl - A)~lf(z)dz.
2iri a_i J („a)
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The elements of (zI — A —77)_1 and (zi—A)'1 are rational functions

of z whose denominators are, or can be taken to be, det (zI—A —77)

and det (z7 —.4), respectively. Let \„\ Xi2\ • • • , X„' be the distinct

zeros, different from Xa, of det (zI—A—H) within cra, and let their

multiplicities be mi, • ■ ■ , mp. Let mp+i and m be the multiplicities

of Aa as zeros of det (zI—A —77) and det (zI—A), respectively. Now

the typical integral about <ra in 4.1 is the sum of the integrals around

a set of p + 1 simple, closed, nonintersecting curves within aa, each

enclosing just one of X„, X„ , • • • , \„\ Xa in its interior. By the

extended Cauchy integral formula for scalar functions, and the well

known rules for differentiating matrices whose elements are functions

of a scalar variable,

—-( (zi - A - H)~1H(zI - A)~1f(z)dz
2iri J „'a

4.2 " nZ. (mh - 1)!   dz™*-1

■ [(z - 0"V -A- T7)-177(S7 - A)~%)1^

1 d"'-1

(mi - 1)!  dz™'-1

■ [(z - Kf>+1(zl -A- 77)-177(2 - \a)m(zl - 4)_1/(z)]^.

where m' = mp+i+m.

From the right member of 4.2, recalling again the rules for differ-

entiating matrices whose elements are functions of a scalar variable,

it is evident that each of the integrals in 4.1 is expressible in the

form

£ PiHQd

and hence requirement (1) of the definition is fulfilled.

Further, the right member of 4.2 shows that, since 77 is independ-

ent of z, the "coefficient" of 77 in/(.4 +77) —f(A) is equal to

f   (zi - A - H)-\zI - AY1f(z)dz.

But by precisely the same proof as given in [3], which did not depend

on the commutativity of 77 with A, but merely on the fact that the

characteristic roots of (zI—A—H) are continuous functions of the

elements of 77, it follows that
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lim —  f   (zi - A - H)~\zl - A)~lf(z)dz

= —  f    lim (zi - A - H)~l(zl - A)~lf(z)dz
2xi J („) fl-»o

= —  f   (zi - .4)-2/(z)dz.
2irt J („)

Hence requirement (2) of the definition is fulfilled.

It is evident that the extended Cauchy integral theorem holds for

these functions of matrices arising from scalar functions, and hence,

for such functions, the existence of the first derivative at a matrix

according to the definition, insures the existence of derivatives of all

orders at that matrix.
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